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"Therefore shall a man leave his father and his mother, and shall cleave unto his wife; and they shall be one flesh." Gen 2:24

Man's treasure is not owned by him. It is owned by the woman, and her treasure belongs to him. In short, ownership has been exchanged. The woman does not own her sexual organ. She needs to know that it belongs to her man; it is not hers. The same is true for the man.

Cheong Seung Gyeong, Book 11 The Root of the Universe, Section 4.2. The owners of the sexual organs were interchanged

Dear

In Sunday's Service, Hyung Jin Nim invited Yeonah Nim to speak about the "Flipside of Feminism" that most people don't know or think about. Feminism's call for equality for women in the areas of access to voting rights, education, career, and political influence presents a powerfully attractive theme, but its current anti-marriage emphasis is damaging to the happiness and lasting relationships of men and women alike.

"First wave" feminism, which began in the 1840s with a call for voting rights for women finally achieved success in 1920. Its leaders were strong Christians, many of whom were also involved in efforts to abolish slavery. It succeeded with a lot of support from men who wanted their mothers, wives, and daughters to have these rights.

"Second wave" feminism of the 1960s was quite different. It called for women to liberated from "patriarchal" marriages and to enjoy uncommitted "free" sex outside of marriage, abortion rights and government support for "reproductive services (abortion)."

The "Third wave" feminism of today, adopts a more "proper" image of "progressive" women in the halls of power such as Nancy Pelosi and Hilary Rodham Clinton, enacting into legislation many of the changes advocated in the 1960s.

"A woman without a man is like a fish without a bicycle."

-- Gloria Steinem

The themes of second and third wave feminism, typified by Gloria Steinem's famous statement, "women need men like a fish needs a bicycle," asserts that women don't need men, marriages or motherhood to be happy, asserting that these institutions "oppress" women. Betty Friedan, who wrote the "Feminine Mystique" portrayed motherhood as "boring" mind-numbing drudgery and attributed the majority of youth problems in America to bored housewives unable to properly discipline their children.

Modern feminism has been remarkably successful in impacting the laws of our land. For example, "Title 9" forbids inequality of college funding of sports programs for men and women. While it has admirably increased
funding for women's sports, it has also led to the closing of (male) wrestling programs at 467 colleges nationwide, even when these were not federally funded and to the closing of the football program at Boston College, which had existed for 99 years. An example of how "one size fits all" federal laws "fixes" a problem by creating more problems, and contributing to the decline of men attending college in the U.S.

In 1969, "no fault" divorce was enacted into law in California and quickly spread throughout the country. This resulted in "unilateral divorce" where one spouse can revoke a marriage with any consent or infraction of the other. In 1994, the federal "Violence against Women" act changed the laws of evidence so that one spouse, usually the wife, can report that their spouse is physically abusive without any physical evidence. This can become a legal weapon to gain custody of their children even if the other spouse is innocent.

Yeonah Nim also spoke about the feminist claim that women are paid 77 cents for each dollar that men are paid in the U.S., but when looking at women who work the same number of hours at the same occupation, there is no difference. Taking into account that on average women work less hours (27 vs. 34 for men) and that men work in more dangerous jobs, the reason for the difference makes sense. 93% of occupational deaths in the U.S. happen to men. All 343 firefighters who died in the 9/11 attacks were.....men.

Yeonah Nim confessed that "being a wife and a mother is not an easy job, so sometimes I do need a break! But I don't want to be liberated from my husband and children!" She spoke about a woman in her elder years who followed the feminist mantra to focus mainly on advancing her career. When she realized that she wanted to be married and to have children, it was too late, so now she needs to work while she gets government support, with no one to go home to.

With all the changes brought about by feminism, including greater access to education and to careers, are women happier? No. Surveys show that modern women, especially those who disdain marriage and family, are less happy than their "oppressed" mothers and grandmothers.
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Read Cheon Il Guk State of the Union Address!
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Sign up for Holy Spirit University Fall Classes!
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Register for October 30 Ancestor Liberation and Blessing
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May God bless you and your families!

Sincerely,

Richard

Richard A. Panzer, Ph.D., President
World Peace and Unification Sanctuary - USA
Hello, Brothers and Sisters.

It is not easy giving a speech wearing this crown and robe. Many people suggested that I should dress lighter when giving my speech.

However, we must understand that Father’s Kingship is the most valuable thing he has left us. Many of Satan’s pawns have insulted and criticized me – to take off this crown. However, this crown is the crown Father has bestowed upon me. In 1983, Father has said in his words that his heir will declare the Constitution (of the Heavenly Kingdom). Nobody was aware of this. In the midst of chaos and confusion after Father’s ascension, all of you have forgotten Father and chose to take the easier path. You have walked the other way, away from Father. While all those lies and deceit in front of your eyes – you have become people incapable of speaking against those lies.

It was a period when we (Kook Jin Nim and I) spoke up for Father despite all the criticism and insults. It was a period in which we had to endure the sorrow, because all of you have forgotten Father. Even though we were entering the realm of Father’s victorious and peaceful reign in which Cheon Il Guk would have been established by all people of the world, our very own people had gone blind, falling into deceit and delusion. As its consequence, we have entered the dreadful time of judgment.

You have forgotten Father. You have chosen the easy path. You have forgotten all those times, doing 10 hours or 24 hours of Hoon Dok Hae, spent with Father. Like an addict, you kept yourselves delusional and busy preparing for empty events just to fill your personal emotional needs. Even though you should have been seriously attending Father – and even though you should have been sincerely yearning for him from your heart – although you should have been reaching out for him as if your heart would explode (although the chosen people), you have only sought for your own comfort. You have forgotten the way of life with Father. You have turned into people who herd in front of pastors just to listen to their sweet tender words and have forgotten Father’s serious heart.

When you were singing the fake Cheon Il Guk Anthem, we (Kook Jin Nim and I) left the palace, as we understood our position that we had to directly warn our own mother of her mistakes. We were guided by Father to this wilderness as Cain and Abel, and we were the only people in the world singing the true Cheon Il Guk Anthem, “Blessing of Glory.”

You have all betrayed Father. Those foolish frauds have supported the Han mother to start a coup d’etat. They have mocked and criticized the victorious foundation of the Three Kingships, and Cain and Abel, which Father has established. Such foolishness – to weigh more value to fill their own stomach over God’s lineage!

These traitors of Cheon Il Guk are guiding all of you to become ignorant people. The people of Cheon Il Guk should not become slaves manipulated under the control of the Archangel.

In the era of liberation and freedom, you must become people who take action over
their ownership and live their lives in God’s Kingdom – people who understand the culture of a king and queen. In Cheon Il Guk, the father is the king of the family, and the mother is the queen of the family.

You have been living under the reign of evil and Satan – under the archangel. Those thieves have taken all your possessions and blessings given by God as the kings and queens of Cheon Il Guk. Did God wish Adam and Even to live as slaves or did He desire them to become the first ancestors of kings and queens?

Did God want Adam and Eve to become slaves? Or did he want them to become a king and a queen?

In the family, the husband holds the responsibility of a king. Then, what is the responsibility of a king? It is to protect his kingship. Men! It is your responsibility – responsibility as the chief priest of your family. The king has the responsibility to protect his family. What does that mean? It means that he is ready to die for his kingdom. He is capable of fighting for it. He must be a man who knows how to fight for his throne if somebody tries to violate it.

What does it say in God’s Scripture? In Ephesians 5, it is written that the husband shall love his wife, and the wife shall respect the husband. Under a foolish Satanic culture, it does not work like this. In God’s word, it does not say that the husband shall love his wife under the condition when she is lovable. It does not say that the wife shall respect her husband under the condition when he is respectable. The husband must unconditionally love his wife even when she is unlovable. The wife must unconditionally respect her husband even when he is unrespectable. This is the word of God. Not when things are easy – not when you are complimented. You must abide by God’s word when under hardship, when you fight, and when things are painful.

When the Cheon Il Guk nation is built, its government will not be capable of becoming large. Why is that? That is because it will be a nation where each citizen will establish a kingdom in their family and attend the King of Kings – a place where kings shall gather centering on the King of Kings. It will be the nation of Christ, which will last for thousands of years.

This is the crown, which Father has given me. I had to pay repentance myself in order to realize the value of this crown.

Those frauds and adulterers stole everything from Father and put it into their own pockets, but they will never be able to take away his Kingship. You archangel bastards! You can never take away Father’s lineage and God’s victorious seed.

We have left the palace and left everything behind – being mocked – and came to this wilderness. Those Satanic archangels think that they have got it all. But they will soon learn to see what and where the true inheritance and victory of Father is. Those thieves who only value materialistic things, those archangels who have sneered at the victorious Cain and Abel walking into the wilderness bare handed, those archangels who have made the Cheon Il Guk people into slaves – the truth is coming forth.

Father has declared the era of liberation and freedom.

On the contrary, these frauds are attempting to build Satan’s kingdom by throwing our members into the mouth of the archangel – feeding him. In the midst of this, we have cut off all ties and came here to the wilderness. These frauds went to the extent
of sending us funds to our bank accounts without any notice, to promote their lies that we are receiving financial support from mother. We had to go back to Korea and close all our bank accounts. We cut all ties and connections and came here to the wilderness with faith.

Father has guided the world for the Foundation Day, which he expressed as the D-Day. But due to Han mother’s greed and ambition, the world faces the inevitable consequence of the judgment. Even though she is my biological mother, I cannot perceive her based on my personal emotions or thoughts because I have the responsibility of protecting Father’s Kingship. Despite the countless criticisms and despite all members turning their backs on us – following lies, we had to come here to the wilderness and fight.

Father has set the Three Kingships and the Third King, Shin Joon who will lead the third kingship. These frauds attempted to keep him captive in the palace using their lies. They have attempted to manipulate Shin Joon, a small child, to perform fake prayers to betray Father. I have seen this. What if I had left my son in the palace? What if I had listened to the frauds suggesting me to leave my son in the palace and tolerate it? If I had, that would have resulted in throwing out the Three Kingships into the mouth of Satan, making my son fall into a fallen position. I do not listen to your voice – frauds. I listen to the voice of my True Father. That is why the Three Kingships is here.

What does it say in the Bible? It is written: Do not exchange your soul even if you are offered the entire world. We shall not give away what Father has given us. Those who have, are fallen people. Those fools in the Family Fraud have given away Father in exchange for money and wealth. Now their false kingdom is falling apart. Why is this? It is because their false kingdom was built on greed and a coup d’etat based on the cooperation between Satan and the prostitute of Babylon – Han mother. Its collapse is inevitable.

How does the Bible describe those people who truly believe and attend Father as the Messiah? The majority of people choose the wide and easy path. Those who know the Lord choose the narrow and difficult path. People may want to take the wide, easy and popular path. But that does not lead to God’s path. God’s path following the Lord is not a matter of gaining personal wealth, prosperity, happiness and satisfaction. If you have met the Lord, you should expect yourself bearing the cross on your shoulder, being mocked, criticized and despised. But Christ will make you stronger – stronger than the mocking and criticism. Those who seek Father, those who seek the Christ, will eternally dwell with Him in his Kingdom.

We are walking this blessed path of suffering for Father. Jesus said that even the smallest will be greater than John the Baptist in God’s Kingdom. You are not receiving the Kingdom and salvation because you are special. It is because Father dearly loved you. God and Father’s Holy Spirit has covered you when all your friends were following heresy – the devil Satan. Father has protected you because he has felt your devotion towards him and has blessed your heart. You may have thought that you were the one clinging on to Father with all your strength. But now you know that it was Father who was the one holding on to you with all his strength. That is how Father has guided you here.

When I have broken the silence revealing the truth, all of you have mocked me saying that I have crossed the line and was acting like an undutiful son. Then one day, you realize that you have been tricked into following fraudulent and deceitful Satans.
You have tried to avoid the painful path. You have tried to turn a deaf ear to the words of Father’s inheritor and heir. However, the Holy Spirit has cracked and cleared your mind and you have come to realize the undeniable truth. Even though your conscience was shedding tears and your chest was about to explode in grief seeing what was happening before your eyes, you believed that you could turn your eyes away and hide in your small corner. However, you were not able to deny the realm of the heart. Even though you did not want to admit it: watching the reality unfolding before your eyes – you have gradually come to the realization about all that is happening to Han mother. And then you realize how far your life had drifted away from Father.

You have turned into people who have forgotten the King of Kings. Afraid of losing your friends – you have followed the herd because it was the popular path. It was not due to your strength that you were able to come back. In the moment of realization, there was a supernatural force, which swept through you waking up God’s commandment that was engraved in your heart. The Holy Spirit opened your eyes to make you see a sinful reflection of yourself in the mirror. It was Father’s love – the water of life, which has washed away your blindness and guided you here.

Meanwhile, Han mother just watched foolish Korean dramas and criticized and cursed her husband. And those women who accepted these lies began to think, “Han mother said that we are now entering the Women’s Generation – why doesn’t my husband bow [show respect] to me?” You liars [women]! Father will spit you out from his mouth! That is not the way to serve Christ’s body, the son of Christ. On the other hand, men were stuck up – concerned with what their seniors and peers would think of them. They have forgotten honor. They have turned into useless men who speak of loyalty but do otherwise, listening to their foolish, fraudulent seniors. Men have turned incapable of keeping their position as chief of priest in their families. Whenever their wife would tell them to call God “Heavenly Parents,” they should have been able to talk back saying, “What does the first commandment of the Ten Commandments say? You shall not have any other God.” But men have failed to do so! You were foolish enough to be persuaded to think that “Heavenly Parents” seems correct. You have turned into frauds blaspheming the name of your God.

All those times you have spent with Father – you were never with him. Although you attended him closely during the Yeosu and Geomun-do workshops, you have never understood what it means to live a life with Father. Sitting next to Father, you have only been thinking, “I wonder what is being prepared for lunch. Sandwich? Bacon? Kimchi? Korean rice cakes?” All of you were supposed to live a magical life spending time with my Father, as he went back and forth through the whole cosmos. You have forgotten all of that. You have forgotten how to make Father, happy fishing with Him out in nature. Instead of going to Father telling him, “Father! I have caught a large fish!” – you have decided to stay inside to watch Satan’s foolish Korean dramas. You have forgotten who Father is. You have forgotten my Father.
In 2012, Father has given his words during the Cosmic Assembly for the Settlement of the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind and for the Proclamation of the Word by God’s Substantial Self – the path which mankind must take.

He has emphasized to engrave these words into your bones. What did he call us in his speech? Most honorable ladies and gentlemen? When were we ever honorable? Those of you who have forgotten and betrayed Father, singing Satan’s national anthem, are not honorable. Father has saved those frauds with his bloodshed, bearing and persevering tens of thousands of crosses. With all his sacrifice he set the condition for us to become honorable people.

Distinguished Guests, your Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen:

The path that humanity must now take is clear. What would give you cause to hesitate in the face of the D-Day that Heaven has revealed through us, the True Parents? There are now only six hundred days remaining. Heaven’s blessings will be with you on your ambitious and busy course.

If you view the flow of history through eyes that focus on God’s providence, you can see that the changes of the times can be broadly classified into three stages. First was the nature-centered era, a time when instinctual feelings, materialism and a closeness to animals and the things of creation were prevalent. Next came a human-centered era when people’s knowledge, feelings and emotions took precedence and dominated the world.

However, these eras were transitional. They were courses of preparation necessary in order to enter the era in which people could rid themselves of their fallen nature, return to their original selves and live as one united family where they attend God as their father.

“Attend God as their Father” – what is happening now? The fraudulent Han mother is attempting to become God herself – instructing members to pray saying, “Heavenly Mother.” If you pray using “Heavenly Mother,” you are praying to the fallen Eve. Those frauds – who will never enter Father’s house! Those citizens who are ignorant of who the subject and Lord is, will become drifters. Once you are jailed, you are a criminal. Ignorant fools who are destined to go to hell not knowing whom their eternal subject is! Such foolishness!

There were courses of preparation necessary in order to enter the era in which people could rid themselves of their fallen nature, return to their original selves and live as one united family where they attend God as their father.

---

1 January 8, 2012 to January 15, 2012 in eight public rallies in Korea. Also on April 24, 2011 at 11 am, in Songdo Convension, in Inchon, Korea, with 12,000 in audience attending on Easter Sunday. Name of these events and proclamations: Cosmic Assembly for the Settlement of the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind and for the Proclamation of the Word by God's Substantial Self.
“The era in which people...live as one united family” – how can we unite a family when the mother has committed adultery with Satan, forming a marital relationship with him? How can there be unity in that family when the mother has been tricked by Satan's words and fell by sleeping in his bed? Cain and Abel must scold that mother for doing so. The Cain and Abel who holds the seed and lineage of the Father must cling onto Father and reject that mother who is attempting to erase Father.

When that happens we will enter a God-centered era, the final stage in which human beings who know and feel God’s Heart and Will follow the path of living for the sake of others. They will do this through establishing an absolute standard on the foundation of purifying themselves, both inside and out, through the holy Blessing Ceremony. This is the time of opening up the era of God's kingdom, Cheon Il Guk, a time in which we can return to the heart of the one true God. Please engrave this point on your hearts.

Once the actual era of Cheon Il Guk begins, the spiritual and earthly worlds will be connected and brought into oneness, and all things will be governed under the Union of the Spiritual and Physical World's Association, which will be established on earth for the first time. Moreover, the providence will be carried out according to heavenly law and the heavenly way. Elections conducted in a purely secular fashion will disappear from the face of the earth.

All people will become one family through cross-cultural marriage and the World Peace Marriage Blessing; and we will enjoy tranquility and true love in happiness during the sacred reign of peace. Let me say it again; this day is drawing near.

Father has prepared everything at that point. He has prepared the coming of Cheon Il Guk through the Blessing and established the world foundation. Cheon Il Guk will eventually come based on Father's victorious foundation and the victory of Cain and Abel centering on the vertical axis. However, due to Han mother's Fall, it will come through a period of judgment and tribulation.

As part of preparing for that time, on February 14, (2010) last year I proclaimed to all of heaven and earth the start of the new heavenly calendar.

Heavenly calendar – the Heavenly calendar was all lost too. Father said in his speech:

The Gregorian calendar and Lunar calendar shall now stand in the positions of Cain and Abel and serve the role of supporting the Heavenly calendar, by which we will record and indicate the progress of God’s providence. You must all now engrave True Parents’ teachings onto your bones and practice them in your life. You have no choice for Satan. If you do not prepare now,
you will surely be left behind. You should learn from the courage and fortitude of the white-necked cranes that fly across the Himalayas – which are more than seven thousand meters high – in preparation for winter.

We have all seen this fact. On Foundation Day, Father's victorious foundation would have spread throughout all physical and spirit world under the Union of the Spiritual and Physical World’s Association and Father’s direct dominion. Father has set the foundation under his direct dominion, through the Three Kingships, to substantially establish Cheon Il Guk, based on the Cheon Il Guk Constitution, in building a free and an ideal world. But we have seen what has happened. Han mother had the responsibility to uphold Father’s blood lineage and the Three Kingships, which He had appointed. However, due to her self-ambition to become a god, Foundation Day turned into the day in which all women of the world fell. She became a fallen woman. It was the day she betrayed Father and stained her lineage with Satan’s blood.

In the Scripture it is recorded that in the end times, as the whore of Babylon attempts to become a goddess – the gates of the gods will open, as the gates of hell allow Satan and devils to become a god.

Han mother has become the whore of Babylon. You have seen with your own eyes how she sat on Father’s seat. Nobody spoke up about this. Even in the royal traditions of the secular world, the act of a wife sitting on the seat or throne of the King will be punished by beheading her. Seeing all these unfolding before your own eyes – you have still denied the facts – and excused yourself saying that Hyung Jin Nim and Kook Jin Nim despise mother. You are the ones who despise her! We have tried to stop mother’s suicidal acts because we have loved her. We have begged her: Erasing Father will lead to the path of death. Back then – you have just kept your silence.

She has flipped the Principle – she has changed the position of the subject and the object. Why? She came up with her own theology that she is the one who has saved Father. Han mother became the whore of Babylon with the intent of erasing Father and deleting his name from the Blessing ring.

Look what she is talking about now. She is now explaining that the two thousand years of Christian history was for the sake of the Han lineage and the “Only Begotten Daughter.” This is an unparalleled heresy; how unbelievably pathetic, this is. You have seen her say this yourselves? Were we (Kook Jin Nim and I) the ones, telling you a lie? You were the ones giving into your own lies – listening to those frauds. You are the people who have mocked Father’s inheritor and heir, and the representative Cain and Abel.

I warn you: You will hear Han mother eventually say that you could only be saved through her blood lineage. The fraudsters of the Family Federation are now teaching members to pray to “Heavenly Mother.” They are guiding them all to the road of hell.

Father had already expressed his will in his speech at the Cosmic Assembly for the Settlement of the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind and for the Proclamation of the Word by God’s Substantial Self:
True Parents have already prepared the last words I will give to humankind. These have been prepared based on my triumphs over six or seven life-or-death situations, including six periods of unjust imprisonment. I am leaving behind eight textbooks and teaching materials for humankind to use for all eternity. Altogether, these are published in almost a thousand volumes. They are: The Sermons of the Rev. Sun Myung Moon, Exposition of the Divine Principle, Cheon Seong Gyeong (Heavenly Scripture), The Family Pledge, Pyeong Hwa Shin Gyeong (Messages of Peace), True Families – Gateway to Heaven, Owner of Peace and Owner of Lineage, and World Scripture. These are textbooks you will have to read and study even after you go to the spirit world.

This is what he has written in his speech. You all have heard Father’s speech. Han mother and Family Fraud deleted all of these! The eight textbooks are all gone.

These are textbooks you will have to read and study even after you go to the spirit world. They are not just teachings that come from the mind of one person.

They have deleted all the contents which humanity has to study even after in the spirit world. Family Frauds! Such foolishness. You can clearly see that they are willing to guide you all to hell.

They are textbooks and teaching materials that teach the heavenly way that God has granted to His suffering children for their salvation.

You should now set up the Hoon Dok Hae study tradition in your families using the books I have mentioned. That is the tradition where three generations of a family start each day by reading Heaven’s word, and lead a life of practicing what they read, with a new heart.

Once this happens, no matter how hard Satan may try to worm his way in, to infest your lineage, once he encounters the Hoon Dok Hae tradition he will find no room to move. If a family is aligned with God as at high noon, where no shadow is cast and still does not receive God’s blessings, who then could ever be deserving of them? When such heavenly families fill the earth, the world will automatically become the Heavenly Kingdom on earth and in the eternal spirit world, fulfilling the vision of One Family Under God.

Ladies and gentlemen, my memoirs, an honest and candid account my life, was published last year. Through this book I share how I discovered God’s will for humankind and the path that we, as God’s children, should follow. My life has been a typical model of the saying, “If at first you don’t succeed, try, try, and try again.”
I have as much faith in this book as in the Hoondok textbooks and teaching materials I have mentioned. For this reason, I recommend it to you, believing that it will show you how to lead your lives according to true principles. It does not subtract or add anything to the ninety years of my life, which I have led under Heaven’s decree. I pray you will carefully read this articulation of true love and find great inspiration.

I have already mentioned that a life of vertical “noon-time” alignment casts no shadow. If we can all shine as we live such glowing lives, there will be no chance for the shadow of sin to be cast. Those who receive the light will be indebted to the light. I pray that we can now wipe away the tears of people in misery and poverty, and lead an illuminated life of eternal true love that dissipates all darkness.

Brothers and Sisters, you must live your life with Father.

Why do you not go out to the ocean and go fishing? Why do you not go out into the woods and admire nature? Why do you not spend your life with Father? Why do you just stay in your houses and apartments watching TV? Why do you not grow gardens? Why do you not listen to the sound of the wild plants and the running stream? Why do you not go out and seek Father’s voice in the sounds of the river?

Martial arts training! There was a reason why Father instructed young people to train with martial arts.

Forgetting and leaving the absolute subject does not put you into the subject position. If you do, you will end up with Satan as your subject. You must learn to become children who can admire a strong father who may express harsh words to you. Those fathers who only give sweet talk just to make you happy – are Satan! A father who loves his children does not only sweet talk. He is a father who would maintain the order and culture in the house. He will create an environment to protect you from Satan’s intrusion.

A foolish son and daughter who have a strong father may think, “Why can’t our father be nice to us? Why can’t he speak more gently to us?” These are the type of fools that will sell their own father once they grow up. They will be ruined.

Only two tribes out of the twelve tribes of the Israelites made it into the promised land. When the Israel Kingdom split into two, North and South, only two tribes stayed with their God, Jehovah. The other ten tribes pursued money and the easy way out. In the end, they all ended up worshiping Baal.

Even though there are many sons and daughters, Father’s Kingship is only one. Father’s Three Kingships and Cain and Abel will never betray Father! We are not prostitutes. We cannot be bought with money. We are warriors. We cannot be bribed. Those frauds once attempted to buy out the Cain and the Abel with the very money they have stolen from Father. They are delusional, thinking that Satan’s lineage is equivalent to God’s lineage and thinking that God’s Kingship is equivalent to theirs. There is a fundamental difference. Our seed originates in God’s sperm – Father’s sperm.

p. 9
Father has protected the Three Kingships based on the victorious foundation of Cain and Abel who have accomplished their 5% responsibility.

My brother Kook Jin Nim may have been capable of feeling jealousy towards me and may have tried to ruin me like my other brothers have. Yet, Kook Jin Nim said to me, “Even though you are my younger brother – it is Father’s decision – I will call you: ‘My King.’” This is the victory of the elder brother, Cain, for which we have never seen a precedent in Satan’s world. You are seeing an astonishing drama unfolding right in front of your eyes, yet still you are drowning in your foolishness.

You have lost Father, as your mind was blurred by the secular lies.

San Fran, from Brazil: Stand up! Stand up. This black Brazilian brother is my friend and my brother. He is a professional MMA fighter, a black belt in Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu, and a black belt in Muay Thai. We have directly guarded and escorted Father together. Father has given Francisco the name “San Francisco.” He has directly escorted Father in helicopters, planes and throughout the fierce suns (over 104 degrees Fahrenheit) of Las Vegas, and the oceans of Geomun-do. This small Brazilian man [in terms of physical height] protected Father alongside me. He came from a poor family in Brazil but by attending Father he became the most spiritually wealthy person in the world. He will be visiting us to train our youth. He is a friend who will give tough training to our youth – choking their necks and punching their faces.

Han mother fired him right after Father’s ascension. He went back to Brazil and within four years he has witnessed to young people through martial arts. He has also trained with professional MMA fighters and participated in eight tournaments. He is preparing for a fight this September. He is a man who has closely attended Father with me. He is a man who has guarded the Lord of the Second Advent.

The spirit of MMA martial arts – to protect Father’s Kingship with one’s own life – through this type of training for the Peace Police; through hard training and getting choked – you will be offering joy to True Father. Our Cheon Il Guk Queen is training herself with Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu and Muay Thai, although she also gets punched in the face. Since she trains with other sisters, our Cheon Il Guk Queen, Yeon Ah, has bruises all over her face and body. She will set a tradition for women to learn how to be fully armored with martial arts. She is the Bride of Christ – courageous to live and die for the Lord – the Bride of Christ.

When He comes, the Second Coming will search for the brides of Christ. The realm of Cheon Il Guk will come when those brides of Christ stand up with their lives to love Christ.

Brothers and Sisters, now that you are here you should learn the culture of the Cheon Il Guk King and Queen. The culture knowing of how to live with Father by training Jiu-Jitsu, going out ocean fishing, and going out into the wilderness to learn how to survive and live with nature.

Don’t be a thoughtless fool going back and forth.

Those brides who love Christ are not weak. They are fierce brides capable of choking Satan, pulling out his groins, and punching him in the face until he whimpers.
The Cheon Il Guk Queen has bowed, with selflessness, in front of Father's lineage – the Three Kingships – for its victory. Thereby, the day the Cheon Il Guk Constitution spreads throughout the world – it is destined and inevitable. Cheon Il Guk – the Kingdom – will come!

Aju, Aju, Aju!

(It seems like that I have done all the talking and the rest of you just sat in your seats comfortably thinking about what is for lunch. You don’t even go out to fish or train with martial arts – however that is).

Please join me in prayer, to offer everything and all of this for Father’s glory.

Prayer

Our most beloved Heavenly Father!

Father, we thank you, thank you, thank you so much.

We have read your speech from the Cosmic Assembly for the Settlement of the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind and for the Proclamation of the Word by God’s Substantial Self today. Even though you have told us to engrave your words into our bones, many of us have forgotten that. We have become people who have thrown away and forgotten you, Father. However, with your deepest heart you have found each one of us here through your spiritual work.

With your amazing love you have awakened us who were wandering and walking down the path of death and guided us back to your authority allowing us to be the blessed ones. With your amazing love, we now have courage and with your unlimited grace we have been given the wisdom to distinguish and identify Satan’s mischiefs.

Even though we were disconnected from eternal life, you have reverted that, and given us the glory to live together with you.

Father, you have persevered for six thousand years of providential history, over and over again. You came as the Second Coming in the substantial body of Father to save humanity by living a life of shedding blood, tears and enduring torture and imprisonment.

You have given us the grace to walk the path of establishing a family, the base of God’s Kingdom – the place where our Father’s lineage and blood lineage can settle into.

Father, you have guided the chosen people through the criticism and mocking of this world and lifted us to the completion stage. However, at the very last moment, Han mother has thrown you away. My mother has thrown me away. My mother has thrown away my father. Father, the time of judgment and tribulation will come.

Yet, we, the Three Kingships will lift you high, even higher and higher in the face of this confused and sorrowful reality. We will go out to the ocean to hear your voice, and gathered here are those people who cherish the dream of your Kingdom.

Father, so please be with us as we live daily in your amazing grace centering on the Three Kingships and the (victorious) Cain and Abel. The world may come down to ruin and crisis through the judgment period but your victorious foundation will never be destroyed. The world’s economy, politics, governments and nations may come to perish but our Father’s victory is eternal!
Today, based on your victorious foundation and Kingship, we have established the Three Kingships determined to live and die for you and we truly believe that the Cheon Il Guk Kingdom will be realized on this earth! Today we have gathered here, those warriors and soldiers who can stare right into the eyes of death and Satan to fight for your glory.

The more our enemies mock and attack your Kingdom, the higher we will lift you up and your Kingdom for the glory of our Father. Please give your soldiers the full armor of the Holy Spirit; please allow us to become warriors who will destroy Satan’s power. We understand that the Cheon Il Guk realm is not something far across the horizon, which slowly blooms like a flower.

Please allow us to become people who can tear our way through the storm in order to see that day our Father’s Kingdom comes.

In the midst of such amazing events happening in this providence, Father, we pray for your grace, blessing and gift. We understand by fact that the blood you have shed is living within my body and that the everlasting lineage for the victorious salvation of the spirit and body has been established. Father! Your victorious reign and Kingship will spread for eternity throughout this land.

Father, please give us the courage to live along with you. Please allow us to become courageous husbands, courageous wives, courageous sons and daughters who can stand up for you – who can bear the cross and die for you.

Yours be all the glory! We know that all of the Kings of Cheon Il Guk will come to bow before you, the King of Kings, the Second Coming, Reverend Sun Myung Moon, my Father. Please bless and guide us so that we will be a Cheon Il Guk Kingship to uplift our Father. Please protect all those Blessed Families and Sanctuary churches worldwide who have returned to your authority. Please allow us to become sons and daughters who can break through the period of judgment.

Allow us to become Cheon Il Guk citizens who just don’t look into the future or look back into the past but become citizens who know how to walk with you; breath with you; train with you; go out fishing with you; go out living in nature; each and every moment in the present.

Please allow us to become Cheon Il Guk kings, queens, and citizens who will never let go and give away to Satan the blessings, ownership, and possessions you have given us.

King of Kings, my Father!

Today, the kings and queens of Cheon Il Guk have gathered here with the Kingship to celebrate the Cheon Il Guk Foundation Day – to praise and lift our King of Kings – you, Father, to the highest.

Heavenly Father, we have declared the realm of Cheon Il Guk and the Cheon Il Guk Constitution and now Cheon Il Guk is destined to come – so please guide us and give us courage and wisdom.

All glory, praise and joy is for you, Father, my Father, our Father.

Father, please accept all glory. Thank you, thank you, thank you, thank you, thank you – as we praise you and report in the name of all Blessed Families, and the Three Kingships, and Cain and Abel.

Aju, Aju, Aju.